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IX 
COMPOSITION THEOREMS 
OF HADAMARD TYPE 
One of the most important theorems in the theory of the 
detection of singularities of a Taylor series, important in 
itself, as well as a very useful tool, is Hadamard’s theorem 
on “the multiplication of singularities” discovered in 1898 
(see for instance [ 6 ] ) .  
Since we shall have later on in this chapter the oppor- 
tunity to  give this theorem in its most general form, we shall 
state it now in a form which is true only if the  singularities 
are supposed t o  be isolated and not critical (not branch 
points), although many authors, by mistake, considered this 
statement as being the general one. 
If El is the set of the singularities of the func t ion  represented 
by C a n z n ,  E2 the set of the singularities of the func t ion  repre- 
sented by Cbnzn ,  and  Ea the set of the singularities of the func t ion  
represented by Canbnzn, then to each point e3 of Ea there corres- 
pond a point el of E,  and  a point e2 of E2 such that ea =e1e2. 
Translated into Taylor-D series this theorem gives the 
following statement : 
If y is a singularity of the function represented by 
Cunbne-na, there exists a singularity ct of the function repre- 
sented by Cane-na and a singularity /3 of the function rep- 
resented by Cbne-na such that  y =a+p. 
We have supposed in these statements tha t  the radii of 
convergence of both series Canzn, Cbnzn  are finite, or, what 
amounts t o  the same thing, tha t  the abscissa of convergence 
of the Taylor-D series is not + CQ.  
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The  statement on Taylor-D series is not true for general 
Dirichlet series. In other words, the function represented 
by Canb.e-Xns may have singularities, which are not of the 
form cu+p where a is a singularity of the function f ( s )  
represented by and ,L? a singularity of the function 
p(s) represented by Cb,e-’ns. This may occur even if each 
of the two functions f(s) and p(s) has only one singularity. 
For instance, if a, =b,  = 1, A, =log n, then each of the func- 
tions f(r), p(s) is the ((s)-function of Riemann, which is 
known to  have only one singularity, of affix one, which is 
a simple pole. Thus, if the theorem were true, the function 
represented by the composite series (xu,b,,t-hs) should 
have as its only possible singularity the point of affix 2, but 
this composite function is, in the given circumstances, itself 
the function p(s). 
The  fact tha t  the statement, given above for Taylor series, 
is not true for general Dirichlet series does not prove that  
another statement, which reduces t o  the one above when 
A, =n, may be true for the general case. We shall give here 
two theorems on Dirichlet series, one, of which the statement 
is relatively simple, and a second of a complex nature, but 
which deals with Dirichlet series of a very general type. 
Both statements contain Hadamard’s theorem as a very 
particular case. 
Although each of the theorems given below is true, with 
a certain precision of the language, for multiform functions 
we shall suppose, for the simplification of the language, t ha t  
the functions represented by the given Dirichlet series are 
uniform. We shall see later on how these same statements 
can be modified if the corresponding functions are multi- 
form. 
Let Cane-“S be a Dirichlet series with the abscissa of 
absolute convergence UA < m and suppose that  - m <al. 
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Let A be a region, situated in the half-plane u>ul,  contain- 
ing the part of this half-plane for which U > U A  and such 
tha t  there exists a function j ( s )  holomorphic in A, equal t o  
the sum of the series Cane-’”’ for s 6 A, u>uA. If there 
exists a domain A(ul) which contains each domain A having 
the properties mentioned, we shall say that  the function 
j ( J ) ,  holomorphic in A(ul) and equal t o  the sum of the series 
for s a A(ul), u >uA, is uniform in the half-plane u > a l .  The  
set composed of all the points of the half-plane u hal which 
are not points of A(ul) will be denoted by Sfvl and called 
the siizgular set o j  j ( s )  with respect to the half-plane u > ul. 
The points s such tha t  u = u l  thus always belong t o  S p .  
If A(ul) coincides with the half-plane u>gl ,  only the points 
with u=ul  belong t o  S,a. Interesting theorems will be ob- 
tained only if S p  contains points different from those situ- 
ated on the line u=ul ,  but for the general validity of the 
results to  come it is important t o  define S,*l as we did. When 
u1 is given, the function defined as above in A(uJ will be 
denoted by j ( s )  =Cane+’, although f ( s )  is actually equal 
t o  the sum of the series only in the part of A(ul) for which 
u >uJ. Since, if u1’ <ul, the  function defined, as indicated 
above, by means of the analytical continuation of 
in the regions A(ul’) and A(u1) (if it is uniform in both 
regions) takes, in the intersection of these regions, the same 
values, the indication of this function by the same le t terf  
is justified. It should be remarked tha t  A(ul)Ac(ul’) .  
Thus, to  say that  “j(s) =Ca,e-’nS is uniform in the half- 
plane u >a’’ means that  A(ul) exists, thatf(r)  is holomorphic 
in A(ul), tha t  this function is given in the part of A(ul) in 
which u>ucf by the sum of the series and tha t  
j ( s )  cannot be continued analytically to  a point of S p  with- 
out effecting this continuation on a path crossing the line 
u =u1. 
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It is well known that  a function represented by a general 
Dirichlet series does not have necessarily a singularity on 
the axis of convergence, contrary to  what happens in the 
case of a Taylor-D Series. For instance, the function f ( s )  
represented by the series is an entire function and 
yet here uJ=O (uAf= 1). But, let Hf be the greatest lower 
bound of all the quantities u’ such that  f ( s )  is holomorphic 
if u>u’  and is given in the part of this half-plane in which 
u >ucf by This quantity Hf is called the abscissa 
of holomorphism of f ( s )  =Ca.e-XnS, [3]. Obviously 
ns 
Hj ~ c f  u A ~ .  
The line represented by u =Hi is called the axis of holo- 
morphism of the series. The quantity 
s L ST 
Hf(a1) = I .  U. b. u 
shall be called the abscissa of holomorphism off(s) =Ca.e-Xfas 
in the half-plane u >al. Obviously Hf(ul) =HI if u1 5 H,, and 
Hj(ul)  =ul if u1 >Hf. 
i n  
the half-plane u >a1 are points of the closed set E will mean 
that, on denoting by P(ul) this half-plane and by (P(ul) - E )  
the  part of the difference of sets P(u1) - E  which constitutes a 
region‘ containing a half-plane u >a2 in which Cane-XnS con- 
verges, the function f ( s )  is holomorphic in (P(ul) - E )  and 
is given in the part of this region for which u >u2 by the sum 
of the series. 
It should be remarked that, if ul’>ul, Sfl’ does not neces- 
sarily contain all the points of Sp.  This is the reason why 
we use, in the definition of Sfl, the expression “with respect 
to  the half-plane u >ul,” instead of “in the half-plane u > ul.” 
T o  say that  the only possible singularities of 
‘A region is a connected set  of interior points. 
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Letf(r)  =Ca,e-XnS be uniform in the half-plane u>ul, and 
let us set 
Asp(€) = u C(s, € ) , I  
S6 sr”’ 
where C(s, e) is the open circle of center s and radius E .  
If to  every e > O  there corresponds a constant K ( E ) (  =K(e,  ul)) 
such tha t  in the closed region A(ul, E )  =(P(uJ -Sjo~(e) ) ,*  
If(s) I < K ( E ) ,  we shall say tha t  f(s) is bounded in the half- 
plane u>ul,  except for singularities, or “bounded e. f. s.” 
It is obvious that  each Taylor-D series, f(s) =Cane-ne, which 
is uniform in the half-plane u>u l ,  is bounded e. f. s. in this 
half-plane. This is, however, not true for general Dirichlet 
1 series. For instance, {(s) =E- is not bounded e. f. s. in the ns 
half-plane u > 1 - 6, if 6 >O. 
Suppose now tha t  the function f ( ~ )  =Ca,e-XnS, still uni- 
form in the half-plane u>ul,  is such that  there exists a non- 
negative constant m having the following property : t o  each 
e > O  there corresponds a constant K(e,  m) ( = K ( E ,  m, u l ) )  
such tha t  in A(u1, E) : If(r) 1 <K(e ,  m) It1 if It1 is sufficiently 
large. Let p be the greatest lower bound of such quantities 
m. Thus to  each 6>0 and each E > O  there corresponds a 
constant N ( E ,  a)( = N ( E ,  6, ul)) such tha t  
in A(ul, e), for It 1 sufficiently large, and no quantity smaller 
than p has this property. We shall say tha t  f ( s )  is of ordei 
p except f o r  singularities, or of order p e. f. s., in the half- 
plane U > U I .  
Let us denote by Q(u1, to )  the “quarter-plane” given by 
u>ul ,  t> to .  Suppose that  the series has the fol- 
Ifid I < N ( e ,  6 )  I .t I r+a 
1U L(a)  means the union of all the sets t ( a )  (depending on the parameter a) 
*A(ul,  e) is therefore also connected, closed, and contains a half-plane u>u?. 
a L A  as a takes all the possible values in the set A.  
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lowing properties : let a region A and a quarter-plane Q(uz, t o )  
be such tha t  &(al, t o ) z A z Q ( a z ,  to)  and such that  there exists 
a function f(s) holomorphic in A, given in Q(u2, t o ) ,  by the 
sum of the series; we shall suppose that  there exists a region 
D(crl, to)  which contains all the  regions A having the prop- 
erties just described. We shall then say that  f(s) =Ca,e-XnS 
is u n y o r m  in the "quarter-plane" Q(ul, to).  We shall denote 
by SptO the  set of all the points s satisfying the inequalities 
a s a l ,  t > to  which are not points of D(ul, to) .  The set SfulvLo 
shall be called the singular ret off(s) with respect to  the quarter- 
plane Q(ul, to) .  We shall set 
SfqyE) = u C(r, E ) .  
K(E) ( =K(e ,  n, l o ) )  
I 9 7 1 ,  fo 
f 
If to  every E > O  there corresponds a constant 
such that  in the closed region A ( q ,  to,  E) = (Q(ul, to)  - S p t 0 ( e ) ) ,  
which is a part of the closure of Q(al, to)  -Sfulsfo(~) connected 
with a quarter-plane Q(u2, t l ) ,  we have If(r)l < K ( e ) ,  we 
shall say tha t  j ( s )  is bounded in &(al, to )  except for ringularities 
(e. f. s.). Obviously if f ( s )  is uniform and bounded e. f. s. 
in the half-plane u >al, i t  is also uniform and bounded 
e. f. s. in every quarter-plane Q(ul, to)  with to arbitrary. For 
each to such that  f ( s )  is holomorphic, uniform, and bounded 
in &(ul, to) ,  (al fixed), let us set 
u;"(to) = 1. U. b. u, 
and let us also set 
Hf+(ul) =lim u?(to). 
Obviously Hf+(ul) exists and Hf+(ul) 2 u l .  This quantity 
Hf+(ul) shall be called the ultimate (+) abscissa of holo- 
morphism of f ( s )  in the half-pla?ze u >ul. 
If A and B are two sets of complex numbers, we shall 
call the set composed of all the numbers a+& where 
CY E A, P 6 B, the -rum-comporite set of the sets A and B. 
s € sr"" 
t o =  Lo 
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It should be remarked that,  even if both sets A and B are 
closed sets, their sum-composite is not necessarily closed. 
Since the first of the theorems given in this chapter bears 
on functions represented by Dirichlet series which are 
bounded e. f. s. either in a half-plane or in a quarter- 
plane, it is important to  show that  Dirichlet series, which 
are not Taylor-D series (nor series of the form Cu,e -kna  with 
k constant), exist which have such properties. Let us sup- 
pose tha t  f(r) =Cune-xiis with d < O ,  the A, being arbitrary, 
and let T(z)  =Cc,zn be an entire function. Consider the 
function 
~ ( s )  = ~ ( j ( r )  + J-) = T ( C u , e - ~ n s + ~ e - ~ a )  
= c,( C ane-XnS+ e-na),. 
Since for u > O  the series Jc,l ( CIu,Ie-X*u+ e - n u ) m  
converges, we see that  F ( s )  is represented for u > O  by a 
Dirichlet series 
F ( s )  = dne-”nS, 
where each vn is of the form Yk = c r i X j + / 3 ,  where the 
cyi and fi are non-negative integers. On the other hand, in 
1 - - - a  
m 11 ?I  
m n n 
P 
1 
1 the  half-plane u >uJ the function f ( s )  +- has only 
simple poles of affixes 2kni.  In  the region a>u.J+~, out- 
side the circles C(2kni, e), this function is bounded. There- 
fore F ( s )  is bounded there. But inside each such circle the 
values taken by f ( s )  +- cover a neighborhood of in- 
finity, and by Picard’s theorem F(r) takes in these circles 
each value except a t  most one, infinitely many times. Thus, 
the points of affixes 2 k n i  are isolated essential singularities. 
F ( s )  has therefore the required properties. 
The  theorem we shall now prove contains Hadamard’s 
1 -e-n 
1 - - -a  
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theorem on Taylor series, but it deals with far less general 
series than Theorem XXIII. 
THEOREM XXXII. Suppose  that f ( s )  =xane-Ans,  with 
u ~ f  < m ,  i s  unifOrm and bounded e. f. s. in the quarter-plane 
u>ul, t>to, and  suppose that q ( s )  =Cb,Le-X7is with u A ~ <  m ,  i s  
unifOrm and  bounded e. f. s. in the half-plane a>uz. Let 
S,+al*fo be the singular set of f(s) with  respect to the quarter- 
plane u >al, t >to, and Spat the singular set of q ( s )  with  respect 
to the half-plane: a>az. Let Hj+(ul) be the ult imate (+) 
abscissa of holomorphism of f(s) in u>ul  and H,(u,) the 
abscissa of holomorphism of q ( s )  in a > u z .  
The  series Ca,b,e-XTis has a n  abscissa of absolute convergence 
not greater than  a A f  +uA,, the func t ion  F ( s )  =Ca,,b, ,e-X~~s i s  uni- 
form in the half-plane u >Hf+(ul) +an and the only possible 
singularities of F ( s )  in this half-plane are the points of the 
sum-composite set of the sets Sfal”o, the limit-points of this set, 
and  the points of S,‘?. 
Let c and t l  be chosen such that  c > u A f ,  tl  > t o  and consider 
the path of integration being on the line u =c. FT(z)  is holo- 
morphic if x = q ( z )  > C + Q V ,  since then z-J, s varying on 
the path of integration, lies in the half-plane u>uAp. For 
such a value of z we have 
But by Theorem IX: 
with lim en( T )  =O. Therefore 
T = = W  
FT(z)  = C a,b,e-As+ En(T)b,,e-’nZ. 
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The  series C ~ , , b , e - ~ ~  converges absolutely for x >uAv +c, 
since 
< j M ( c )  - 2 I b,  I t - x n ( x - c ) ,  
P +1 
where 
d ( c )  = 1. u. b. I f (c+i t )  I SC I a,le-bc, 
- m < t < m  
and I b,  I t-xnc'-c) < 00 for x - c  > ffA'. Thus 
converges absolutely for u 2 uAf+uA'. 
For x > u A ~ + c  we have then, for each p :  
I F T ( Z )  - ~ ( z )  I = I 2 b ,e -~nz ( (a ,  + E , ( T ) )  - 2 anbne-hnZ i 
S c 1b.I I E n ( T ) l t - X n x .  
1 1 
0 
1 
It follows from the definition of E , (  T )  that  (see (104)) : 
I En( r) I < 2 f i ( c ) f b c 3  
hence, for each p :  
B 0 
1 P +1 
I FT(z) -F( z )  I 5 I b,  I 1 E , (  T )  I t-xr~.r + 2 j M ( ~ )  I b,  I t-acZ-c), 
which proves, since (when p is fixed) E , (  T )  -+0 as 7-+ CQ 
(n=1, -  . p ) ,  and ~ b , / e - ~ ( x - c ) - + O w i t h p - t m ,  ( x - c > u A ~ ) ,  
tha t  lim FT(z)  = F ( z ) ,  as x > u A V + C .  
m 
P $1 
T = m  
Let us now suppose that  c >max(uAf, ul) and let us pave 
the strip u1 s u s c  with squares of side E = - (q integer), 
and let - ( E )  be the set composed of all the squares which 
neither contain (in their closure) a point of Sfqsto, nor are 
contiguous to  such a square. If E is sufficiently small (if 
q is sufficiently large), all the squares bordering the line 
u = c  belong to  D(E) .  We shall suppose tha t  E is chosen in 
c -u1 
4 
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such a way. Let then .;U*(e) be the greatest region belong- 
ing t o  %(E) and containing the squares bordering the line 
u =c,  and %*(E, tl) be the part of %*(E) for which t>t l .  
By the properties  off(^) this function is holomorphic and 
bounded in .;U*(e, tl). Let C(e)  be the boundary of %*(E, tl). 
Let {a,) be a sequence of quantities increasing to  infinity 
with m, such tha t  a,>t1, ( m z l ) ,  and let us denote by 
%*(E, tl, m) the  part of .;U*(e, t l )  for which t<am, and by 
C(E, tl, m) the  part of its frontier which does not contain 
the points of u =c. From Cauchy's theorem it follows that,  
if x>uA,+c (the integral being taken in an appropriate 
sense) : 
and thus, still for x > u A v + c :  
F ( z )  = lim - f(s)cp(z - s ) d ~ .  
m = m 'ic(c, 11, m) 
Let I ,  be the set of the points forming the segments of 
C(e, t l ,  m)  for which t =a,, and L the set of the points form- 
ing the segments of C(e, tl, m) for which t =tl. Since the 
total length of each of those sets of segments for a given m, 
and tha t  of L, is not larger than c-u1, and since on these 
segments If(s) I and I cp(z -J) I (if x > u ~ ~ + c )  are bounded, 
we see that,  on denoting by C'(E, tl ,  m) the set C(e,m)-I,-& 
we have also: 
(106) 
where tl is fixed and satisfies only the inequality tl >to. 
Let now A be a bounded region in the z-plane such tha t  
it contains points with x>u.'+c, such that  for each z e A :  
x > H f + ( u l )  +uz-3e, and such that,  on denoting by S,,, the  
sum-composite of Splo and SVu2, the  inequality Iz--y( > 6 e  
holds for each z e A and each s E Sf,,. If t1 is chosen suffi- 
F(z )  =lim - f(s)cp(z -s)ds, 
= m zarn  ' 1  c'(t,11. m )  
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ciently large, then for each J E C(e,  t l ,  m), z E A, ,B E Sqv2 the  
inequalities 
are satisfied. Indeed, if tl is sufficiently large, we have for 
each s e C(E, t l ,  m) : u <Hj+(ul )  + 3 e ,  and, if z e A :  x - u  >as; 
on the other hand, if for a z’ e A, an J’ e C(e, tl, m) and a 
p‘ E ScU2 we had had / z ’ - - s f - / 3 ’ I  <E,  since to  each s‘ of 
C ( E ,  tl, m) there corresponds an a’ e Sp‘o such that  
l s ’ - a ’ l  < 2 1 / 2 e ,  we would have / z ’ -a ’ -p ’ I  i Iz’-s’-p’I 
+ 1 s’ -a’ I < (2 4 2  + 1) E, contrary to  the supposition tha t  
1d-a’ -p’I  > 6 e .  Thus, with our choice of t1 if J e C ( E ,  t,, m), 
z e A, the  variable u = z - s  lies in the part of the half- 
plane cr > crz which is connected with the half-plane u > uA,, 
and in which the function cp(s) is holomorphic, uniform, and 
bounded. The  functions F,,,,(z) defined by (105) constitute 
thus a bounded family of holomorphic functions in A. But 
in a closed part of A situated in the half-planex>uA,+c, the 
series Fa,,(z) converges uniformly towards F(z )  = ~ ~ ~ b , , t - ~ ~ ~ ,  
and by a classical theorem of Stieltjes-Vitali [15] Fam(z)  
converges uniformly to  a holomorphic function in each closed 
part of A. This limit is the analytic continuation of F(z ) .  
We have therefore proved that  the series Canbne-Xnz can be 
continued analytically in each region A described above, 
and this proves the theorem. 
This theorem was proved by the author in 1929 [8], in 
a different wording and in a somewhat more general form, 
In  1940 S. Bochner [4] proved a very similar theorem in 
which the sets Sjulslo, S,, Sj,, are replaced by the boundaries 
of the stars of the corresponding functions.’ The  boundary 
of a star of a function f(r) represented by Cu,e-Xns is the 
q ( 2 - J )  = x - u > u z ,  12-s-pi > E  
‘S. Bochner mentions in his paper Theorem X X X I I I  which was reproduced in 
Bernstein’s book [3], but  he does not seem to have had knowledge of Theorem 
X X X I I .  It should be remarked tha t  Bochner states his theorem also for general 
almost-periodic functions. 
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set of the points composed of all the half-lines t = t* ,  u S U * ,  
which have the following property: in the region remaining 
after the extraction of these half-lines the function repre- 
sented by Ca,e-XnS can be continued analytically, this being 
not true if one of the half-lines is replaced by t =t*, u <UP 
with u?<u*. There is nothing to  change in the proof of 
Theorem XXXII if in its statements the sets SjU1q1o, Squ* are, 
respectively, replaced by EfulvLo, Equ2 where Eful~lo is the set 
composed of the part of the boundary of the star off(s)  
situated in the quarter-plane u >al, t > to  and the half-line 
u = u l ,  t > to ,  and where Equz is the boundary of the part of 
the star of p(s) situated in the half-plane a>az. The intro- 
duction of the stars allows us to  avoid the introduction of 
the uniformity of the function. It should, however, be re- 
marked that,  on introducing stars (at least for uniform func- 
tions), the region in which it can be asserted that  the com- 
posite function is holomorphic is diminished. On the other 
hand, in order t o  be able to  state Theorem XXXII as well, 
for multiform functions as for uniform ones, curvilinear 
stars can be introduced. In  other words, the set Equz, for 
instance, can be replaced by a set of simple Jordan arcs 
which connect the line u = m  t o  different points in the half- 
plane u>uz and which are such that  in the remaining part 
of this half-plane can be continued analytically. 
The  reader will see for himself how EjulJo could be con- 
veniently replaced. The  arcs, for each function J(s)  and 
cp(s), respectively, should be chosen in such a way that  they 
do not intersect each other, except if one of these arcs is a 
part of another. The  fact that  these arcs can be taken in a 
very arbitrary way allows the determination of a very general 
region of holomorphism for the composite function. 
Theorem XXXII contains Hadamard's theorem, since for 
Taylor-D series u1 and u2 can be taken arbitrarily (if the 
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functions are uniform ; for multiform functions the introduc- 
tion of the arcs described above is essential). The  fact that  
to of the statement can be taken arbitrarily does not improve 
the theorem for t h e  Taylor-D case, since the functions f(r) 
and p(s) are periodic with period 27ri. But  the possibility 
of an arbitrary choice of to does play an important r6le in 
the applications of Theorem XXXII [5]. It should be re- 
marked tha t  for two Taylor-D series the sum-composite of 
Sjq and Svu2 is closed, since the points of both sets Sjq and Svua 
are distributed periodically with period 27ri. 
Before we begin t o  deal with Dirichlet series of a very 
general character, let us give the following definition, Let 
( p n )  be a sequence of positive quantities strictly increasing 
to  infinity, let f ( s )  =Ca,,e-AnS, and let k be a positive integer. 
Let 720 be the smallest integer n such tha t  p n > X 1 ,  and let 
us se t :  
a,(k)=O (O<n<no) (if no>l )  
an(’) = (p,, -Xm)ka,, (n  Lno) .  
Am <an 
The quantity an(‘) shall be called the nth coeficient o f f ( s )  
wi th  respect to the sequence {kn], of order k. 
THEOREM XXXIII. Suppose  that f(s) =Cane-X7is with 
u.J < m, is unifOrm and  of order Y e. f. s., in the half-plane 
u > ul, and  that p(r) =Cbne-pI‘”, wi th  uAv < 00, i r  unifOrni and 
of order p e. f. s. in the half-plane a>uz.  
Let Sf*’ be the singular ret of f(s) with respect to the half- 
p lane  u >al, aIzd Spa? the singular set of p(r) with  respect to 
the half-plane u > u2. Let H,(ul) be the abscissa of holomorphism 
off(s) in a >ul. 
If k is a n  integer such that k > Y f p ,  the serier Can(k )bne -bS ,  
where is the nth coeficient off ( s )  zuith respect to the sequence 
{ p n ]  of order k, has  a n  abscissa of absolute convergence not 
larger than  max ( u A ~ ,  uA~+uA+’), t he func t ion  F:B(r) =Ca,i(k)b,Ln-U~~S 
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is un i fo rm in the half-plane u > Max(Hf(al), 0) +g2, and the 
only possible singularities of Fk(s )  in th is  half-plane are the 
points of the sum-composite of the sets Sfal and Spa2, the l imit-  
points of th i s  set, and  the points of S9ag. 
Let c >max(O, u A ~ ) ,  and consider : 
(107) 
the  path of integration being the line u=c. F ( z )  is holo- 
morphic if x = X ( z )  > c + 0 A 9 ,  since then z-s, J varying on 
the path of integration, lies in the half-plane a>uA9. For 
such values of z we may write: 
J c  -i m 
no being the smallest integer n such tha t  there exists a quan- 
t i ty  A, smaller than ,un. 
Obviously the last series converges for x > c  +uAq. But in 
(108) all the equalities hold iff(s) is replaced by C 1 a ,  I 
4 s )  by C 1 b,  I e--Bn5. 
Therefore the series 
converges for x > c + ~ 9 ,  and so does the series I a,(k)b, I e-h* ,  
which proves tha t  the abscissa of absolute convergence of 
Ca,,(k)b,e-Ans is not greater than max(uA9, aAf+uA9), since c 
has only to  be such that  
c > max(0, d). 
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The  equality (109) proves that  F ( z )  = F ~ ( z ) .  
Let us now set, moreover, c>max(O, ul, uAf), and, as for 
the proof of Theorem XXXII, let us pave the strip ul su s c 
(p integer). Let D 1 ( e )  be the with squares of side E = -
set composed of all the  squares which contain (in their 
closure) neither a point of Sfm nor the point 5 =0, and which 
are not contiguous to  such squares. 
I f  e is sufficiently small, all the squares bordering on the 
line u=c will belong to  q l ( e ) .  Let us choose E so tha t  
this is the case, and let ' D ? ( e )  be the greatest region belong- 
ing to  D1(e) and containing the squares bordering the line 
u =c. The function f ( 5 )  is holomorphic in D ? ( e ) ,  and to  
each a1 > O  there corresponds a constant NI(Sl)( =Nl(sl ,  E ,  ul)) 
such that, in Df( e), If(5) I <N1(61) I t 1 pS61 ,  for I t I sufficiently 
large. 
On denoting by 5 9 ; " ( e ,  T )  the  set of points of D?(E) for 
which I t (  < T, let C?(e, T )  be the part of its boundary which 
does not contain the points of u =c .  For x >uAq+c we have, 
by Cauchy's theorem 
c -u1 
Q 
the first integral being taken, in an appropriate sense, on 
C?(e, T ) ,  the second on the straight-line segment joining 
the two points c - i T  and c+iT. If  L+ and L- are the set 
of segments of C?(e, T )  on which we have, respectively, 
t = T, t = - T,  we see immediately tha t  the integrals extended 
over these sets of segments tend t o  zero as T + w .  This 
proves that,  for x > u A * + c :  
where C?(E) is the part  of the boundary of D?(E) which 
does not contain the points of u =c.  
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Let now A be a bounded region of the z-plane, such tha t  
it contains points with x>uAq+c,  such tha t  for each z E A :  
x >max(Hf(ul), 0) +az + 2 e ,  and such that,  on denoting by 
S,*, the  union of the sum-composite of the two sets Sjul, Squz 
and of the set SPu? (S;, is therefore the sum-composite of 
two sets, one of which is composed of the points of Sjul and the 
point s=O, the other being the set S;?), the inequality 
Iz-rl > 6 ~  holds for each z E A, and each y E S,*,. The 
inequalities s(z -s) = x  - u  >u2, I z -s - f l  I > E are then sat- 
isfied for each z E A, s E CY(€), and fl E SqUz. This can be 
proved in a manner analogous to  that  in which we have 
proved a similar fact in proving Theorem XXXII. Thus, if 
J E C?(E) ,  z E A, the  variable u =z-s  lies in the part of the 
half-plane u>a2  which is connected with the half-plane 
u>cA' and in which the function p(r) is holomorphic, uni- 
form, and is such that  t o  each & > O  there corresponds a 
constant N2(a2) ( =N2(&,  E, u2)) with the property tha t  1 p(s) 1 
<N2(S2) I t  1 u+62, for 1 t I sufficiently large. Since the region 
A is bounded, we see thus that,  if J E C?(E), z E A, then 
I p(z -J) j <Na(62) 1 t 1 '+'z for [ t j sufficiently large. Since 
v + p  < k ,  the  constants 61 and a2 can be chosen in such a 
manner as t o  have p + v + & + & < k ,  and then the integral 
(110) converges uniformly with respect t o  z as z varies in 
any fixed closed region a, c A. Therefore F k ( z )  is holo- 
morphic in A, This obviously proves our theorem. 
This theorem was proved by the author, in the same paper 
as Theorem XXXII [SI in a somewhat more general and 
precise form. The  statement given here is somewhat easier 
t o  prove than the original one. Some simplifications of the 
details are taken from the proof of the author's theorem 
given by V. Bernstein [3]. Let us remark that,  in using 
the integral (110), introduced by the author, D. Widder 
proved a particular case of Theorem XXXIII [21]. 
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Hadamard's theorem is contained in Theorem XXX, a t  
least when the Taylor series in question are supposed to  
represent uniform functions. Let indeed 
0 
$(s) = 2 dfle-, p(s) = bne-fla, 
2 1 
and let a=cSo be one of the singularities of +(s) on the axis 
of convergence. +l(s) =xd,,av-ILa =CAne-na admits the point 
z = O  as a singularity. Let us now set f ( s )  = (1 -e-s)2ea$1(z) 
= (1 -,-s)2es A,e-na = ane-ns. We have, as is readily seen, 
2 1 
An=(n-l)al+(n-2)a2+.'.+a,4= c (n-m)a,, (7222). 
m < x  
The singularities off(r) are those of $l(s) except perhaps 
the points 2k7riY which are singular for ql(s), but may be 
regular for f ( s ) .  Since for the Taylor-D series, f(s), p(s), 
the  quantities r1 and r2 can be taken as negative numbers, 
arbitrarily large in absolute value, and since, with any such 
choice of rl and a, k can be taken equal t o  unity, we see, 
by Theorem XXX, tha t  the only possible singularities of 
F ( s )  = a,,(l)b,e-na, where = a,(n -m) =A, ( n  > l), 
al(l) = O ,  are the points of the sum-composite Sf, of the sets 
Sf and S, and the points of S,, where S, is the set of sin- 
gularities of f(r) and s, the set of singularities of p(s),' 
in the whole plane. If we denote by S$l the set of singulari- 
ties of $l(s), since this function admits as singularities all 
the  points of S, and the point s=O, we see tha t  the sum- 
composite of SG1 and s, is the union of the two sets Sf, 
and S,. In  other words, the only possible singularities of 
F ( s )  =CAnbne-na  =Cd,b,enaoe-na are the points of the sum- 
composite of the sets and s,. On denoting by S+ the 
set of singularities of $(r), it is obvious that  each point of 
'For a uniform function the  set of singularities is, bv the  definition we have 
adopted in various circumstances, the complement to  the  region of existence of  
the  function (and not only the  boundary of this region). 
nz <?I 
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S+ is obtained by adding -so t o  an affix of a point of &. 
Therefore, the only possible singularities of @[s) =Cdnbne-n8 
are those of the sum-composite of the sets S$ and S,. This 
constitutes the most precise form of Hadamard’s theorem, 
at  least when the functions are supposed to  be uniform. 
If the functions are multiform, the statement of Theorem 
XXX can easily be adapted, on introducing, as we have 
said above in speaking of Theorem XXXII, simple arcs of 
Jordan which lead to  uniform functions. 
Returning to  Theorem XXX, we notice tha t  if a1 <0, and 
if 5 =O does not belong to  Sf“’, then for E sufficiently small 
the boundary C?(E) contains a square (of side 3 e )  which con- 
tains inside the point s =0, this square being separated from 
the other points of C ? ( E ) .  Let C ( E )  be the boundary of this 
square. The  part of F k ( z )  given by the integration on c(e) 
furnishes, for x sufficiently large (by the theorem of residues) : 
= ( - l)“[f(O)po‘k’(z) -C,lf’(O)cp(k--1)(Z) 
’ . +( - 1)”f’”’(O)cp(z>I. + 
On the other hand, it follows readily from the proof of 
Theorem XXX tha t  the only singularities of the function 
where C?(E)  =C?(r) - c (E) ,  are the points of the sum-com- 
posite of Sful and S,Uz. From the form of I k ( z )  it follows readily 
tha t  the only singularities of this function are those of cp(z). 
Theorem XXXIII can therefore be stated in the following 
more precise form: 
THEOREM XXXIV. W i t h  the same hypotheses as in Theorem 
X X X I I I ,  i f  s = O  i s  a regular point  for f(s), the func t ion  
Fk ( s )  =Can(‘z)bne-fins i s  u n i f o r m  in the half-plane a>H,(uJ +az, 
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and the only possible singularit ies,  in this  half-plane, of the 
junc t ion  
where 
F k ( S )  - I n ( s ) ,  
I&) = (-l)"[f(O)(p'"(s) -C:f(o)(p'k-1)(s) 
+. * . +( -l>"(f'k'(0)cp(S)], 
are the points of the sum-composite set of the sets and  Svc2 
and their l imi t  points.  
The fact that  in the general Theorem XXXIII (or Theo- 
rem XXXIV),  the two sequences { A n ) ,  {kn) can be chosen 
as entirely unrelated sequences allows us a great variety of 
interesting applications. For instance, the distribution of 
singularities of functions represented by Taylor series is 
much better known than the distribution of singularities of 
functions represented by general Dirichlet series. Real 
progress would therefore be achieved if the  problem of the 
location of singularities of a Dirichlet series could be re- 
duced to  the problem of the location of singularities of a 
relatively simple Dirichlet series and tha t  of a Taylor series, 
of which the coefficients are simply related to  the sequences 
of the exponents and coefficients of the given Dirichlet series. 
We shall show that  in many cases an indication of the 
location of singularities of Ca,e-Xns can be obtained when 
the affixes of the singularities of Ce-xns and those of a Taylor 
series of which the coefficients are formed with the quanti- 
ties a, and A, are known. 
Let {A,) be a sequence having the usual properties and, 
moreover, such tha t  A1 > 1, let fa,,} be a sequence of complex 
numbers, and let K > O  be an integer. If there exists a se- 
quence i d , )  such tha t  for each n Z 1 :  
an = ( A n  -m)kd,,  
we shall say that  {a,,} admits a generatrix-sequence I d n )  of 
order k, with respect to {A,). 
m <in 
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Generally a sequence {a , ]  has no generatrix-sequence of a 
given order, with respect to  a given sequence {A,]. But con- 
ditions bearing on {A,) can easily be given in order that  each 
sequence {a,) will have a generatrix-sequence of a given 
order, with respect t o  { A , ) .  Let us denote by e ,  the  greatest 
integer smaller than A,. The following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA XII. If f o r  a n  infinite sequence { n i l ,  ni < A w i  gni+l 
and i f  the determinant Ani of order ni-of which the term iia 
the pt!l row and the qth co lumn i s  (A,-q)k (ij 1 $ p  s n i ,  q re , )  
a n d  0 (;f 1 sp <ni ,  e, <q 6 e,,< =ni)- is  d i ferent  f r o m  zero, 
then each Jequence { a , )  has a generatrix-sequence of order k 
with  respect to (A , ) .  
Indeed, each system of equations (with the d,  as un- 
knowns), 
(Al  - m ) k d ,  =al  
77: <x1 . . . . .  
. . . . .  
. . . . .  
(Ani - m) kdn = a,,i, 
m Siii 
admits a system of solutions. If nil and ni2 belong both to  
the sequence (ni l  and if vzil <%in, the  quantities dl("), 
. - d7zil(i2), which are the first nil terms of the solution 
of the system (Si2) ,  constitute also the system of solutions 
of the system (Sil). The  union of the solutions of all the  
systems (Sij,  ( i z  l) ,  constitutes therefare a sequence {d , , !  
(to each n there corresponds only one d,j, which satisfy 
all the  systems of equations : 
(Al -mjkdd,  =al  
iii <AI 
. . . .  * ( n I 1 )  
. . . . .  
. . . . .  
(A, -.m)kd, =an. 
?n <A,2 
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LEMMA XIII. If n <A, s n + l  (n  2 1)) each sequence { a , )  
has a generatrix-sequence of a n y  order k >O, wi th  respect to 
( A &  
Here ni=i ,  and obviously 
A = [ (Al  - 1)(h -2) e . (A, -n) lk  # O ;  
the  conclusion follows then from Lemma XII. 
From Theorem XXXIII follows immediately [ 71 : 
THEOREM XXXV. Let F ( s )  be represented by  Ca,,e-’nS, 
( X , > l ) .  Suppose  that y(s) =Ce-’nS is un i form and  of order 
p <  co e . f .  s. in a half-plane a>az, and that ( a , )  admi ts  a 
generatrix-sequence { d, ) of a n  integral order k > p, with  respect 
to { A n } .  If 
l o g 1 4  = a <  oo) lim sup -
n = e  n 
and if f ( s )  =Cdne-n8 i s  un i fo rm,  then F(r) i s  u n i f o r m  and 
the only possible ringularitier of F ( s )  in the half-plane 
G > Max(a, 0)  +as are the poin ts  of the sum-composite of Sf 
and Spa?, their l imit-points,  and  the poin ts  of where Sf and 
Svuz are, rerpectively, the ret of ringularities of f(s) in the whole 
plane and  the singular ret of p(s) with  respect to the half- 
plane a >az. 
This is a particular case of Theorem XXXIII with ( d , )  
playing the r d e  of ( a , )  of Theorem XXXIII, the b ,  of tha t  
theorem being here all equal to  unity, a1 being an arbitrary 
quantity, H,(al) =a for a1 < a ,  a ,  of the statement of Theorem 
XXXV being nothing but the ntl1 coefficient of f ( s )  =Cd,e-’’s 
with respect t o  the sequence { A n ) ,  of order k. 
It is seen by Theorem XXXV that  each time tha t  the 
sequence {A, I  satisfies the conditions of Lemma XI1 (or, 
in particular, of Lemma XI I I )  then only the behavior of 
the function p(r) =CE- ’~~~  has to be known, so far as Dirich- 
let series, different from Taylor-D series, are concerned. 
REMARK. If  the sequence {A,]  is such that  t o  each posi- 
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tive integer R there corresponds a t  most one A,, such tha t  
k <A, S R  +1, in other words, with the notations given above, 
if (t-n+l-en) 2 1, ( n 2  l), (with AI > l), then the series Ca,e-XnS 
can be written in the form Caae-LpS, where L,,=A,, and 
where L, for p distinct from each e, is chosen arbitrarily in 
the interval ( p ,  p+l] ,  where alcn=an and where alp=0, for 
p distinct from each e, .  The quantities L, are now such tha t  
p < L,  ~ p + l .  Thus, by Theorem XXXV, the study of the 
singularities of F(r) can still be reduced t o  tha t  
of the singularities of a function represented by a Dirichlet 
series of which all the coefficients are equal t o  unity, Ce-Lns, 
and a Taylor-D series Cd\e-ne, where (d l , )  is the generatrix- 
sequence of (.\}, with respect t o  ( L n } .  The order of the 
generatrix-sequence depends, of course, on the order e. f. s. 
of cpl(r) =Ce-Lns (if this function is of finite order e. f. s. in 
a certain half-plane a >az). 
It is of course important t o  give composition theorems, 
in which the order e. f. s. of the composed functions is not 
involved, even if these functions are not bounded e. f. s. in 
certain half-planes. This can be achieved if the sets Sf', Sp*p 
are replaced by sets which contain, respectively, the sets 
Sful and SqU2 but which for Taylor-D series are reduced to  the 
sets Sfl, Svuz. We shall give here an example of such a 
theorem, proved by the author [7]. But first let us make 
the following remarks: Let f ( s )  be uniform in a 
half-plane a>al .  We shall denote by E,(u, al) the set of 
points in the half-plane a > u1 in which f(s) takes the value 
a. In  other words, if p E Ej(a,  al), then q ( p )  >al andf(p) =a.  
Let now p(s) =Cbne-h5 be uniform in the half-plane a>a2, 
and let, as usual, S? be the singular set of p(r) with respect 
to  the half-plane a>az. We shall denote by P [ f ,  al; cp, a*] 
the  set of points having the following property: a necessary 
and sufficient condition that  y E P [ f ,  al; cp, a2] is tha t  if a 
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takes any complex value, except a t  most one, t o  every e > O  
there corresponds a point pa =p. (e )  E &(a, ul), and a point 
P = p ( e )  E Sqc? such that  ly-pa-pl < e .  If both series, the 
series representing j ( s )  and tha t  representing (p(s), are 
Taylor-D series, then the set P [ f ,  ul; (p, u2] is a subset of 
the sum-composite of the sets Sfl and Spc2. Indeed, let 
y e P [ j ,  ul; 9, n],  and let Pn E Sqc2, pun E Edw,, ud,  with 
3 CQ as n -+ co) be such tha t  lim (pu,+pn)  =y, which is 
11 = ca 
possible by the definition of y. Since in our case j ( s )  and 
p(r) are periodic with period 2ni, on setting pw, = p k + i p f : , ,  
we can suppose that  0 spfLn $2n, and then there exist two 
integers kl, kz such that,  on setting Pn = +iP’L, 2kln s p’L 
5 2 k z i r ,  all these equalities and inequalities hold for n 2 1. 
On the other hand, let u’ be such that  u’>uAf; if for n>no 
1 wn 1 >Max I f ( s )  I, then all the pu,(n >no), are situated in 
the rectangle A, defined by u1 s u  Sa’, 0 St s2n, and thus 
all the Pn with n >no are also situated in a bounded rectangle 
Az. There exist therefore a sequence { n i l ,  a point p belong- 
ing to  A, and a point p belonging to  A,, such that  lim pwni=p, 
lim p,,, =p ,  and y = p + P .  But obviously, p E Sp and p E Spu*, 
which proves our assertion. 
It is also easy t o  see by Picard’s theorem tha t  if al e Spy 
and if a1 (with %(al) >uJ is an isolated essential singularity 
off(s), then, for each p belonging to  Squ2:al+peP[j,41; (p, uz]. 
At any rate, if Sfq denotes the sum-composite of Sfn and 
Sqc2, f(s) and (p(s) being represented by Taylor-D series, then 
the closure of the union of the two sets Sfq U P [ f ,  ul; ‘p, u2] 
is equal t o  the set Sfq. But, for general Dirichlet series, it 
cannot even be asserted tha t  this closure is equal t o  the 
closure of Sfv. In  order to  have composition-theorems bear- 
ing on general Dirichlet series, without being obliged to  take 
c =u’ 
I = *  
b = E a  
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into account the order e. f. s. of the functions, the introduc- 
tion of sets of the type P [ f ,  ul; p, u.] seems natural and 
indispensable. If ul=uz= - t ~ ,  the set P [ f ,  al; ‘p, u?] 
= P [  f, - m ; p, - m J will be denoted simply by P [ f ;  ‘p]. 
Let us remark tha t  P [f; ‘p] is not equal generally to  P [p ; f], 
THEOREM XXXVI. [7] Let F ( s )  be represented by  
Cane-’nS(X1 > 1). Suppose that p(s) =Ce-Xns is  uniform iia 
the whole plane, and that { a , )  admits a generatrix-sequence 
{d,) of an integral order k with respect to {A , ] .  If 
a n d  i f  f ( s )  =Cdne-ns is uniform, then F ( s )  is uniform and 
the only possible singularities of F(J) are the points of the 
sum-composite of S, and S,, the points of P [ p ;  f], the limit- 
points of all these points, and the points of s,. 
We shall first suppose tha t  p(s) takes all the possible 
values except a t  most one. As for the proof of Theorem 
XXXIII we can show, on writing formulas analogous t o  
log\  n dn I ) * (107) and (log), tha t  u A ’ s ~ J + u A , ,  uAf=lim sup -
We have t o  prove that  F ( s )  is uniform and holomorphic in 
the part A of the complement (with respect t o  the whole 
plane) of the set Sf, U S ,  U P [ p ;  f] which constitutes a 
region containing a half-plane u >a:. Here S, is the sum- 
composite of Sj and s,. Let L be a closed simple arc of 
Jordan belonging to  A having one of its extremities z* in 
the half-plane u>uAf+uA,, and let zo be a point of L.  There 
exists a positive quantity, 6 >0, and two distinct quantities 
a and b, a=a(zo) ,  b=b(zo )  such that  for each p E S,: 
1) I z o - p /  >6, and for eachp, E E,(a,- m), each ,ob E E,(b,- a), 
and each 2) ( z o - a - p a I  >6, 3 )  / z o - a - p b (  > 6 ,  
It is obvious tha t  there exists a quantity & > O  such that  
( . x 3 0 0  
4) ( Z o - P - a I  > 6. 
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1) and 4) hold with CY, having their precise meaning and 
with 6 = al, since if this were not true, zo would belong either 
t o  S, or t o  Sf,,. If, on the other hand, there were not two 
quantities a and b and a 6,>0 such tha t  2) and 3) hold 
with 6 = then for each S > O  the inequality l z - p - p c I  56 
would hold for every c, with a certain p c  E EPp(c, - m), with 
a certain p, except for a t  most one value c = c ( 6 ) .  But ob- 
viously, for 6 sufficiently small, c ( 6 )  (if it does exist) will 
have the same value, and zo would belong to  P[p;f]. The  
smaller of the two quantities a1 and S2 is the desired 
quantity 6. It follows then from the established inequalities 
that  to  every zo E L there corresponds an E >0, E = E ( Z ~ ) ,  such 
that,  if z e C(zo, e) ,  then 
The  quantity e = e(z0) depends on z0, but, if we denote by 
c’(z0) the least upper bound of all the quantities €(?io) (for 
zo E L fixed), having the properties defined above, we see, 
by classical reasoning ( L  is bounded, since it is a closed arc 
- 
j z -p (  > E ,  I z - a - p p . I  > e ,  12-CY-ppbI > E ,  I z - p - a /  > E .  
of Jordan), that  g. 1. b. ~ ’ ( 2 ~ )  =v>O. I n  other words, there 
20 c L 
exists a constant v>O, independent of zo, such tha t  for 
c=a(zd, b=bizo) ,  everypa€ EV(u(zo), - a), pb E E,@ (4 ,- O3 1, 
N E s,, p E s,: 
(112) lz -Pl>?,  ) : : -Q!-PaI >?, I z - a - p b j  >f, jz-p-al > q ,  
when z E C(z0, q), with z0 E L. 
Let us choose a finite number of points %(I),  %(2) ,  . . . k ( k )  
z0(l)=z*,  the other extremity z? of L being such that 
Obviously p ( ~ )  +O, uniformly with respect t o  t as Q + 03 
But it is easily seen (this is a (since X1>O, here X1>1). 
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well known fact for each Dirichlet series with h > O )  tha t  
for u sufficiently large p(r) $0. Indeed, for u large, 
m 
and, since c e-(xql-xl)s +0, as u+ w ,  uniformly with re- 
spect t o  t ,  we see that  cp(s) $0, for u large. Therefore there 
exists a uo such tha t  q ( p 3 ( w ( j ) ) )  <go,  q ( ~ h ( ~ , , ( . i ) ) )  <go, and 
i f  uI+e is negative, numerically sufficiently large, and if 
J =uI +€+it, then, for each z E C(zo(j), q), (1 ~ j ~ k ) ,  each 
p E S,, and each a =a(%(j)) ,  b =b(zO(~) ) ,  (1 risk) : 
(113) / Z - - S - / J ~ ~  > q ,  [z-J-PPbI >v,  I z -J -PI  >II. 
Let now C?(e) have the same meaning as in formula 
( l l O ) . l  From what we have seen (inequalities (112) and 
(113)), if E is sufficiently small, the  inequalities (113) hold 
if s is any point of Cf(e) (ul is chosen negative, numerically 
sufficiently large), moreover (still if e is sufficiently small), 
we shall have s(z* -s )  z ~ ( z * )  - ~ J - ~ E > u ~ ~ + E .  If s is a 
fixed point of CY(€), the point u =z -J, when z varies on L,  
varies on a curve L(r), which is obtained from L by trans- 
lation. One extremity u* =z*  -5, of L(r) is in the half-plane 
u>uaq+e; wehavethuslcp(u*) 1 = [  cp(,z*-r) 1 S M = C ~ - ~ ~ ( ~ A " + ~ ) ,  
for each s e C?(e).  
By Schottky's theorem, if +(z) is holomorphic in a circle 
C ( A ,  R) ,  if I @(A') I < N ,  if @(z) does not take in C ( A ,  R) 
two distinct values a and b, and if O < e < l ,  then 
in C(A,  eR). Therefore, if for s fixed we set u z * = ~ ( ~ )  - 5 ,  
. -, uk* = Q ( ~ )  -J, we shall have: 
2 
1q~) I < ~ ( a ,  b ; N ;  e) < w 
/cp(u)] <K(a(%'l)>, b ( % ( l ) ) ;  M ;  +)=K1, 
for u E C u*,? , that  is to  say, also: 1 cp(uf) 1 <K,. On ap- 
'We define here Cl*(e) with respect t o  the function f(r) of the actual statement 
( 2 )  
as we did for the  function f(s) of Theorem XXXIII. 
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plying once more Schottky’s theorem we shall have 
for u e C UT, , that  is to  say, also Ip(u3*) J <K3, etc. . . . ( 2) 
In  applying Schottky’s theorem k times, we see tha t  
1 p (z  - 3 )  I < B, when z is in a channel of which L is the cen- 
tral line, J being an arbitrary point of CiF(e), B being in- 
dependent of z and 5 .  
It is now easy to  see that  the integral in (110), once more, 
defines a function holomorphic on L. The  remaining part 
of the proof is obvious. 
We have supposed tha t  q(r) takes all possible values ex- 
cept a t  most one. If p(s) does not take two distinct values 
then, as the reader can see easily, the proof becomes simpler, 
since then, if al and bl are the two values which p(3) does 
not take, the last passage of the proof, where Schottky’s 
theorem is used, can be applied directly with a(,(j)) =al,  
A more general theorem of the same kind can be proved, 
in exactly the same manner, if we consider series of the form 
Cdne-na, Cb,e-xns, and Cane--Xns where a, =b, C (A, -m)kd,. 
H. Brunk, in his doctoral thesis [5] proved theorems of a 
very general type in which points of a character similar t o  
those of a set P [ f ,  p] are involved. 
Theorems on singularities of Taylor series can also be ap- 
plied in a reverse sense, so to  speak, in order t o  assure tha t  
a function represented by a Dirichlet series of a general 
type necessarily admits singularities of given affixes. 
Let f ( ~ )  be represented by Cane-“S, and let K be a posi- 
tive integer. The  n t h  coefficient off($) with respect t o  the 
sequence ( n ) ,  of order k, shall be called the n t h  Taylor- 
b ( ~ ( j ’ )  =bi, (1 i j i k ) .  
m <An 
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coeficient off(s), o j  order k. This quantity shall be denoted 
by a$')(n).  
Suppose  that f(s) = C a n e - h ~ ~ s ,  with 
uAf < 0 0 ,  is u n q o r m  in a half-plane u >al, aiid that f(s) i s  of  
order Y e. f. s. in this half-plane. Let p be a singularity of t h f  
j unc t ion  F ( s )  represented by  xaT(k)(n)e-rda, where k > Y, and let 
us suppose that /3 i s  not of the f o r m  3mai, where m is aiz integer. 
To each E > O  there corresponds a n  integer p such that there 
exists a poin t  a belonging to Sjrl with  the proper ty :  
THEOREM XXXVII. 
/ a - (2p7r i+p) I  < E .  
Indeed, the function q(r) =Ce-na is uniform in each half- 
plane @>u2,  and it is bounded e. f. s. in such a half-plane. 
Therefore Theorem XXXIII can be applied to  f(s) and 
cp(s), with k > v .  Hence the only possible singularities of 
F ( s ) ,  in the whole plane, are the points of the sum-composite 
of Sjul and S,, the limit-points of these points, and the points 
of S,. But S, is composed of the points of affixes 2mnz', 
where m takes all integral values. If /3 is a singularity of 
F ( s ) ,  and is not of the form 2 m a i ,  tha t  is to  say, does not 
belong to  S,, it must belong either to  the sum-composite 
of Sjul and S, or has t o  be a limit-point of this sum-composite. 
In  other words, either there exist a point al belonging to  
Sful and an integer ml such that  p =al+2m17ri; or there exist 
a sequence (a,), with a, E Sp, ( n  2 l), and a sequence of 
integers { m n }  such tha t  P=l im (a ,+2mnni) .  I n  the second 
case, if E > O  is given, for n sufficiently large the inequality 
j /3 -an -2mnaiI < E  is satisfied. I n  both cases the statement 
of the theorem is satisfied. 
Theorem XXXVII allows us to  associate with each theo- 
rem on Taylor series furnishing a condition in order that  
a given point be singular for the corresponding function, a 
new theorem on Dirichlet series of general type (of finite 
? z = m  
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order e. f. s. in a half-plane) locating some of its singularities. 
This and other theorems of this type were proved by the 
author [SI. 
Since these lectures were delivered, H. Brunk has proved, 
in his work mentioned above [ 5 ] ,  many interesting and im- 
portant theorems related with the subject of this chapter. 
He gives in fact a generalization of Theorem XXXII, in 
which he replaces the boundedness e. f. s. in a half-plane 
by a less restrictive condition, but conserving the form 
Canbne-Xns of the composite function. 
He  supposes, for instance, that  in the part A(u,) of the 
half-plane u>az from which the points Spcz are excluded 
p(r) has the following property: t o  each positive 6 there 
correspond two positive quantities L(6) and M(6) such tha t  
if J~ r A(u2), and if there exists a channel connecting s1 to  
the half-plane u>c~Av ,  of width 26, which lies in A(&), and 
of which the central line is not larger than L(6), then 
1 p(5J I <&!(a). A similar property is supposed t o  be satis- 
fied by f ( 5 )  in a quarter-plane : u >al, t >to.  The conclusion 
of Brunk’s theorem is similar t o  that  of Theorem XXXII. 
He made also an extensive study of cases in which the sets 
Splo and Spu2 can be replaced by larger sets, by adding, 
for instance, to  S/z the set in which q ( r )  takes two distinct 
values, in order t o  obtain composition-theorems in which 
neither the boundedness nor other similar conditions are 
any longer necessary. Such theorems generalize Theorem 
XXXVI * 
Brunk gave also many interesting applications of Theorem 
XXXII, as well as of its generalizations. We shall state 
here a particular case of one of his theorems [ 5 ] .  
If f(s) =Ca,,e-’tLS is  uniform and 
bounded e. f. J. for u > ul, with ul <uJ( I pi’ 1 < a), the  on131 
Jingularities of f(r) in the half-plane u >al aTe pole5 of afixes  
THEOREM XXXVIII. 
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so+2kni ,  where so =uAf+ito, ;f there exists a quantity M such 
that the orders of these poles are all smaller than  M ,  ;f 
lim inf(X,+l -A,> >o, lim loglaliJ =adif, then there exists an in- 
teger m >0, such that 
11 = 0 t i = m  
where T q ( s )  i s  a Taylor-D series. 
ing results we refer the reader to  Brunk's Thesis [5]. 
For the proof of this theorem and for many other interest- 
